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Executive Summary

This report was prepared at the request of the Alliance for Automobile Manufacturers to analyze and assess currently proposed legform surrogates and associated test procedures. The report summarizes recent literature regarding lower extremity protection for pedestrians and includes analysis of lower extremity injury patterns in the Pedestrian Crash Data Study (PCDS) database. Additional analysis of overall injury patterns in the PCDS database as they relate to vehicle categories was also performed. The report has five main sections: injury patterns, biomechanical tests, legform surrogates and test procedures, testing issues, and observations and recommendations, which are summarized here.

Injury patterns. The review of the literature on injury patterns in pedestrians showed that lower extremity injuries comprise approximately one-third of AIS2+ injuries sustained by pedestrians. The PCDS database consists of 552 pedestrians, with 69% struck by passenger cars, 26% struck by LTVs < 2000 kg, and 5% struck by LTVs > 2000 kg. Head/face and lower extremity injuries each account for about one-third of AIS2+ injuries to pedestrians in the PCDS database. Half of the pedestrians in the PCDS database sustained neither head/face nor lower extremity AIS2+ injuries, 9% sustained only AIS2+ head injuries, 19% sustained only AIS2+ lower extremity injuries, and 23% sustained both head and lower extremity AIS2+ injuries. These results are similar for pedestrians struck by passenger cars or by LTVs. However, when AIS2+ injuries in the PCDS database are grouped into relevant sources (those expected to be affected by currently proposed pedestrian injury mitigation procedures such as the bumper, hood, and windshield) and non-relevant sources (such as the wheels and ground)), LTVs have a lower percentage of injuries caused by relevant sources than passenger cars for both head and lower extremity injuries.

Since most currently published data do not include detailed analyses of lower extremity injuries, an analysis of lower extremity injuries in the PCDS database was performed. In the PCDS database, fractures to the leg were the most common injury, followed by fractures to the knee and pelvis. Approximately 80% of AIS2+ knee injuries in the PCDS database involve fractures, and only 20% are soft-tissue injuries. Different pedestrian, vehicle, crash, and injury factors were analyzed for their association with pedestrian lower extremity injuries. Impact speed and age are the most common predictors of lower extremity injuries to different lower extremity regions. Also, sustaining an AIS2+ injury to one part of the lower extremities increases the chance of sustaining an AIS2+ injury to another part of the lower extremities. Pedestrians who sustained a leg fracture had 2.5 times greater odds of sustaining a knee fracture, while pedestrians who sustained a knee fracture had 4.8 times greater odds of sustaining a soft-tissue knee injury.

Biomechanical tests. Kajzer et al. (1990, 1993, 1997, 1999) performed four series of cadaver tests to study knee injury under shear and bending conditions. The first two series of tests were performed in bending and shear at speeds of 15-20 kph. Injuries were
primarily to the knee ligaments. The 1997 tests involved bending and shear tests at 40 kph using more robust cadavers and a slightly different test fixture. Injury patterns were different from the earlier tests, with many more fractures to the knee region. However, many of the fractures occurred near the boundary conditions. The 1999 tests involved shearing and bending of the knee at 20 kph, using the new test fixture and more robust cadavers. Injuries were primarily ligamentous, but thresholds were different from the early tests because of the cadaver quality and test set-up.

Kress et al. (1995) and Kerrigan et al. (2003) tested different lower extremity components to failure. Bunketorp et al. (1983) performed full-body cadaver tests into different experimental bumpers, and provided what appear to be the only set of data that include accelerations measured at the tibia. Cesari et al. (1988, 1989) performed impacts with PMHS and vehicle bumpers that provide insight into the mechanisms of lower extremity injury with regard to struck-side vs. non-struck-side injuries. Ramet et al. (1995) performed quasi-static tests on 20 PMHS, estimating thresholds for soft-tissue knee injury that were higher than previously reported dynamic thresholds.

Surrogate legforms and associated test procedures. ISO force-time corridors for legform surrogates at 20 kph and 40 kph impact speeds in shear and bending have been proposed based on the more recent cadaver tests performed by Kajzer et al. (1997, 1999). The development of different surrogate pedestrian legforms is documented, with particular emphasis on the TRL legform, currently in the proposed EEVC test procedure, and the POLAR legform. The TRL legform consists of rigid thigh and leg segments covered with foam joined by two frangible steel bars to control knee bending response and a spring to control shear response. The POLAR legform consists of a rigid thigh segment, a flexible tibia, and knee joint with springs to model the critical ligaments, and contains loadcells at three locations.

Efforts have been made to evaluate these two legforms by laboratory testing according to ISO procedures, reconstruction of real pedestrian accidents, and development of finite element models based on the legforms. Anderson et al. (2002) performed reconstructions of pedestrian crashes using numerical and laboratory methods, and found that tibia acceleration was associated with fractures, but that the knee bending angle and shear displacement had little correlation with knee injury. Matsui et al. (1999) compared TRL and JARI legforms to ISO corridors. Takahashi and Kikuchi (2001) compared responses of finite element models of the TRL legform, POLAR pedestrian dummy, and a human lower limb and found that the POLAR legform response was closer to that of a human than the TRL legform. Matsui (2001) compared the response of the TRL legform and results of PMHS tests to develop injury criteria for the legform associated with probability of ligament injury in the PMHS tests. Matsui, Wittek, and Konosu (2002) performed tests with the POLAR dummy and the EEVC legform on a compact passenger car and SUV, comparing responses of the test devices under similar loading conditions. Matsui (2003) performed crash reconstruction tests with the TRL legform to estimate injury reference values of 26.5° for a 50% risk of ligament injury and 203 g for a 50% probability of tibia fracture. Bhalla et al. (2003) performed tests on the TRL and POLAR III knee joints using the test procedure of Kerrigan et al. (2003), and found that both
Legforms had stiffer knee joints than the PMHS. Ishikawa et al. (2003) performed tests with the TRL legform and POLAR dummy using a pedestrian-friendly compact car, and found differences in kinematics and measured response between the dummy and legform.

Testing issues. Several important issues relevant to pedestrian legform and test procedure development have been explored through laboratory testing and computer modeling. Issues addressed include the effects of deformable tibias, presence of upper body mass, presence of an ankle joint, and ground friction. Other issues of significance reviewed in this section include methods of developing appropriate injury criteria for preventing ligamentous and bony knee injuries.

Konosu, Ishikawa, and Takahashi (2001) used computer models to show that acceleration varies differently along the length of a tibia when deformable and rigid leg shafts are used. They also developed injury risk curves for shearing displacement, bending angle, and tibia acceleration based on PMHS tests reported in the literature. Takahashi and Kikuchi (2001) used FEM of the TRL legform, POLAR dummy, and human lower limb to show how tibia rigidity, presence of upper body mass, and presence of an ankle joint affect shearing displacement and bending angle. They also suggest a combined knee bending angle vs. shearing displacement criteria for ligament injury. Bermond et al. (1994) and Janssen (1996) discuss earlier work that led to the choice of component-based tests for pedestrian injury mitigation.

Observations and Recommendations. This section summarizes issues to address when choosing a pedestrian lower extremity test procedure and legform. The emphasis in test procedures on preventing ligamentous knee injury is not supported by detailed analysis of the PCDS database, or the injury patterns in cadavers found by Kajzer et. al in tests performed at 40 kph, the typical legform speed proposed for testing. While the more recent tests by Kajzer et al. on which ISO corridors are based are improved relative to earlier tests, the frequency of injuries at the supports suggests that the test setup may not be optimal for approximating pedestrian lower extremity loading by vehicles. Test procedures should address prevention of fractures to the knee and tibia, but data to develop acceleration-based injury reference values for legforms are scarce, and use of a deformable legform to achieve more biofidelic tibia acceleration patterns should be considered. The current EEVC/TRL legform does not meet ISO corridors. Therefore, if it is to be used to assess vehicle performance relative to pedestrian lower extremity injury, alternative injury reference values that attempt to compensate for some of the legform’s nonbiofidelic characteristics should be considered. Although the POLAR legform has many promising features that make it more biofidelic than the EEVC/TRL legform, additional research needs to be performed on the POLAR legform, particularly in reconstructing real pedestrian accidents, before it can be considered a potential regulatory test device.
1. Introduction

This report was prepared at the request of the Alliance for Automobile Manufacturers with a primary purpose of providing a preliminary biomechanical assessment of currently proposed legform surrogates and associated test procedures. The initial draft of the report was needed before the meeting of the International Harmonized Research Activities (IHRA) Pedestrian Safety Expert Group to be held on May 28, 2003 in Japan. Because of the short period of time available to conduct this review, the scope of the effort has been limited to:

1) performing a preliminary investigation and analysis of the frequencies of different types of lower extremity injuries and the vehicle and pedestrian factors associated with those injuries, and
2) performing a review of the biomechanical literature regarding lower extremity injuries to pedestrians for the purpose of determining the anthropometric and mechanical response factors that may be important to include in a surrogate leg-form test device, as well as the best correlates to predicting the potential for a vehicle causing lower extremity injuries.

This report is divided into six sections. Following this brief introduction, Section 2 includes a literature review on the injury patterns of lower extremity injuries to pedestrians and results of two separate analyses of the Pedestrian Crash Data Study (PCDS) database. The first analysis examined general injury patterns in the database, particularly with regard to how injury patterns vary with vehicle type. The second analysis examined the patterns of lower extremity injuries relative to various independent pedestrian and vehicle variables. Section 3 is a review of biomechanical data reported in the literature that have been used as a basis for developing surrogate legforms and test procedures for assessing lower extremity injury potential of different vehicle front-end designs. This review of cadaver test data also includes some discussion of estimated injury mechanisms and tolerances. Section 4 reviews proposed test procedures for reducing pedestrian lower extremity injuries, while Section 5 provides a discussion of issues that should be considered in selecting a test procedure. Section 6 provides recommendations for tasks that would provide useful input to selecting appropriate and reliable test procedures and assessment criteria for use in regulatory vehicle testing related to pedestrian lower extremity injury potential.
2. Injury Patterns

2.1 Review of Recent Literature

Review of the literature regarding patterns of lower extremity injury in pedestrian crashes was limited to data published within the last five years, as changing vehicle designs in the past decades have resulted in different patterns of pedestrian injury. The main source of pedestrian injury data in the United States is the Pedestrian Crash Data Study (PCDS) (Chidester and Isenberg, 2001). The PCDS collected data on 552 vehicle-pedestrian crashes from six sites over the period of July 1994 to December 1998. Criteria for inclusion in the study were:

1) the vehicle was moving forward at the time of impact,
2) the vehicle was a late-model-year passenger car, light truck or van,
3) the pedestrian could not be lying or sitting on the road,
4) the part of the vehicle contacted had to be previously undamaged and was equipped by the original manufacturer,
5) the pedestrian impacts were the vehicle’s only impacts,
6) the first point of contact with the pedestrian must have been forward of the top of the A-pillar, and
7) the vehicle damage was measured within 24 hours of the crash.

From their analysis of the data, Chidester and Isenberg address the following:

- Pedestrian: gender, age, stature, stature versus MAIS
- Vehicle: type, type versus MAIS
- Pre-crash factors, including pedestrian motion, pedestrian activity, driver attention, vehicle action, avoidance maneuver
- Crash factors, including intersection involvement, weather, lighting, pedestrian body, leg, and arm orientation, pedestrian-to-vehicle interaction, impact speed, wrap distance
- Injury factors, including severity, treatment, MAIS, body regions injured, body region injured excluding flesh injuries, source of injury versus AIS level, source of injury versus most frequent injuries, MAIS versus impact speed.

The ten most frequent injuries reported in order of frequency were cerebrum injury, tibia fracture, fibula fracture, loss of consciousness, pelvis fractures, rib fractures, femur fractures, humerus fractures, cervical spine injury, and lung injury. However, a more detailed analysis of lower extremity injuries was not provided by Chidester and Isenberg.

Jarrett and Saul (1998) present an analysis of the first 292 PCDS cases in comparison to results from the Pedestrian Injury Causation Study (PICS), a NHTSA database of pedestrian crashes collected during the late 1970’s. In comparison to PICS, PCDS
pedestrians were more often carried than knocked down, and the bumper causes 25% of injuries compared to 15% in PICS.

A report on recent work by the IHRA pedestrian safety working group (Mizuno 2003) includes analysis of an international pedestrian crash dataset. A dataset of recent pedestrian crash data was compiled from Australia, Germany, Japan, and the US. The dataset has 1605 cases, 9463 injuries, and 3305 AIS2+ injuries. As shown in Figure 1, the head and lower extremities each account for about one-third of AIS2+ injuries. Results for the whole database, which includes data from the PCDS study, are similar to those of the PCDS study. However, documentation of specific pedestrian lower extremity injuries was not included.

As part of a program to validate the EEVC upper legform test, Matsui, Ishikawa, and Sasaki (1998) analyzed the injury patterns of pedestrians in Japan. From 1987 to 1997, femur injuries decreased from 17% to 4% and knee injuries decreased from 10% to 1%. Chest injuries increased from 3% to 11% and leg injuries from 19% to 36%. They also showed that in cases with femur/pelvis injury, the femur/pelvis injury was more likely to be severe if the tibia/fibula had fractured, suggesting that a pedestrian-friendly bumper would minimize severity of upper lower extremity injuries.

Edwards and Green (1999) examined a database of 316 severely injured pedestrians collected from one hospital over four years. The database is skewed toward fatal cases (15.5%) and does not contain ligamentous injuries nor sources of the injuries. 65.2% received lower limb injuries and 57.9% sustained head injuries. Results include number

---

**Figure 1.** Distribution of AIS2+ injury by body region in the IHRA database (data from Mizuno 2003).
of lower extremity fractures, lower extremity fractures by MAIS, and injury risk by lower extremity region and age. In their dataset, 77.7% of pedestrians with a tibia fracture also sustained a fibula fracture. The authors also suggest that the occurrence of a tibia fracture reduces the likelihood of ankle or knee fracture. The presence of a tibia fracture may alter the kinematics of the pedestrian-vehicle interaction and may reduce the number of femur and pelvis fractures as well. They suggest that a legform with a rigid tibia will not be able to represent the changes in kinematics resulting from tibia fracture and may overestimate loading to the knee.

Other recent publications on pedestrian injury patterns have included several hospital-based studies. Kong et al. (1996) studied the injury patterns of 273 pedestrian crash victims admitted to a level I trauma center over three years. In their dataset, 27% of pedestrians were less than 16 years, 54% were from 16- to 59-years-old, and 19% were older than 59 years. Men comprised 66% of injured pedestrians. They found that ISS increases with age, and the most common injuries were tibia fractures and head injuries. Children were most likely to sustain femur fractures, while elderly pedestrians were most likely to sustain chest and pelvis fractures. The mortality rate for all pedestrians was 6%, but was 13% for elderly pedestrians.

Peng et al. (1999) studied 5000 pedestrian victims in the Los Angeles county trauma database, which compiles injuries on patients from 13 trauma centers. The cases were collected over 3 years. Fifteen percent of the subjects in the database were struck by a vehicle. 38% were less than 15-year-old, 54% aged 15-65, and 8% were older than 65 years. Mortality rates for the three age groups were 3%, 8%, and 28%, with overall mortality at 7.7%. Four percent of the pedestrians were released with a permanent handicap.

Harruff, Avery, and Alter-Pandya (1998) analyzed 217 fatal pedestrian crashes that occurred in King County (Seattle) over 1990-1995. Their dataset did not include pedestrians killed on private property. Males had a 50% higher mortality rate than females. The distribution of pedestrian fatalities by vehicle type was 48% passenger cars, 17% light trucks or SUVs, vans 11%, and heavy trucks 4%.
2.2 Analysis of PCDS data

2.2.1 Analysis of Injury Patterns in the PCDS Database

*Distribution of Vehicles in PCDS Database*

The PCDS database contains 552 pedestrian-vehicle impacts. The distributions of pedestrian impacts and injuries by vehicle type were examined in two ways. The first classified vehicles into five categories of passenger cars, SUVs, minivans, vans, and pick-up trucks, which generally differ by the shape of the vehicle front end. As shown in Figure 2, using this scheme, passenger cars make up 68% of impacts, with pickups and minivans the next most commonly involved vehicle types. The second method of classifying vehicles grouped the SUVs, minivans, vans and pick-ups into a light truck/van category (LTV), but divided this category into vehicles with curb weights below 2000 kg (LTV 1) and above 2000 kg (LTV 2), which allowed study of injury patterns based on vehicle mass. As shown in Figure 3 using this classification, lighter LTVs are involved in 26% of pedestrian impacts, while heavy LTVs are involved in only 5% of impacts.

![Figure 2. Distribution of pedestrian impacts by vehicle type using five-category classification scheme.](image-url)
Figure 3. Distribution of pedestrian impacts by vehicle type using three-category classification scheme (PC=passenger car, LTV 1 < 2000 kg, LTV 2 > 2000 kg).
Since the PCDS cases were not selected in a statistically representative manner, it is possible that the distribution of cases by vehicle type may not be representative of the vehicle fleet of the mid 1990’s, or of today’s vehicle fleet. Vehicle registration data were estimated from a plot on the NHTSA website and are shown with the distribution of vehicle types in the PCDS database in Figure 4. In the PCDS database, LTVs account for 31% of pedestrian impacts. This is slightly lower than the LTV proportion of 33% to 36% of the vehicle fleet registrations from 1994 to 1998, the years the PCDS database was established. The latest NHTSA data indicate that 38% of the vehicle fleet was LTVs in 2001, suggesting that it may be near 40% in 2003 and near 50% in 2015. Estimates on how pedestrian injuries may change with the changing composition of the vehicle fleet are included later in this report.

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4.** Proportion of passenger cars and LTVs in the PCDS database and by vehicle registrations.
Locations and Severeities of Pedestrian Injuries

The PCDS database includes 4510 coded injuries for the 552 pedestrians in the database. Removing AIS 1 level injuries leaves 1503 AIS 2+ injuries. The coding of ten injuries does not include the body region, so these injuries, as well as five injuries coded with an unknown severity, were not included in the analysis. The distributions of the remaining 1488 AIS2+ injuries by body region and injury severity are shown in Figure 5.

Prior to further analysis of PCDS injuries, the data were grouped into three general body region categories. Head and face injuries were grouped together into the head/face region, the thorax, abdomen, spine (including neck), and upper extremity injuries were grouped together into the “mid” body region, and the pelvis and lower extremities were grouped into the “lower extremity” region.
Each pedestrian (n=552) was coded according to the locations of their AIS2+ injuries to the head/face and lower extremity. (Injuries to the mid region were not included in some analyses since currently proposed pedestrian regulations do not specifically address this region.) Results are shown in Figure 6. Almost half of pedestrians in the database sustained neither head/face nor lower-extremity AIS2+ injuries. Nine percent sustained only AIS2+ head/face injuries, 19% sustained only AIS2+ lower-extremity injuries, and 23% sustained both head/face and lower-extremity AIS2+ injuries.

![Pie chart showing the distribution of pedestrians based on their injuries.](image)

Figure 6. Counts and percentages of pedestrians who sustained different combinations of AIS2+ head/face and lower-extremity injuries.
Pedestrian Injuries by Body Region and Vehicle Type

The analysis of the location of AIS2+ injuries was repeated for different vehicle types. As shown in Figure 7, the distribution of AIS2+ injury by body region combinations does not differ by vehicle type ($p=0.909$). The distribution is the same using the five-category vehicle classification scheme ($p=0.181$), but is not reported here.

![Figure 7](image.png)

Figure 7. Percentage of pedestrians in each vehicle class with AIS2+ injuries to different combinations of head/face and lower extremity body regions.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of 1488 individual AIS2+ injuries by general body region and vehicle type. For the PCDS database, passenger cars cause the largest numbers of AIS2+ injuries to all three general body regions, while pickup trucks are a distant second. When looking at all injuries, rather than an injury by body region category for each pedestrian (which includes uninjured pedestrians), there are some differences in injury patterns with vehicle class ($p<0.0001$).

When the differences between expected and observed numbers of injuries in a category are identified as statistically significant, computation and inspection of standardized residuals are used to identify the pattern of the relationship. Standardized residuals are the differences between observed and expected number of cases in each cell divided by an estimate of the standard error. The expected number of cases in a cell is determined by multiplying row totals by column totals, and dividing by the sum of all rows and columns. Negative residuals indicate fewer observations than expected, and positive numbers indicate more observations. Larger absolute values of the standardized residuals indicate a stronger association between the categories.
Referring to Figure 8 and Table 1, pedestrians struck by passenger cars sustained fewer injuries to the mid region and more injuries to the lower extremities than expected statistically. Pedestrians struck by SUVs sustained fewer head/face injuries and more mid injuries than expected statistically. Pedestrians struck by minivans sustained more head/face injuries and fewer mid injuries than expected statistically. Pedestrians struck by vans sustained more head/face and mid injuries and fewer lower extremity injuries than expected statistically. Pedestrians struck by pickup trucks sustained more mid injuries and fewer head/face and lower extremity injuries than expected statistically.

![Figure 8](image-url)  
**Figure 8.** Numbers of AIS2+ injuries by vehicle type and general body region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body region</th>
<th>P&lt;0.001</th>
<th>Vehicle Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head/face</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>349.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>343.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. residual</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>243.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>290.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. residual</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower extremity</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>366.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>324.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. residual</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9 and Table 2 show results after repeating this analysis using the three-category vehicle classification scheme. Differences in body region injured are also statistically significant (p<0.001). Pedestrians struck by passenger cars sustained fewer mid and more lower extremity injuries than expected statistically. Pedestrians struck by lighter LTVs sustained more mid injuries and fewer lower extremity injuries than expected statistically. Pedestrians struck by heavier LTVs sustained more head injuries and fewer lower extremity injuries than expected statistically.

Table 2. Cross-tabulations of observed and expected frequencies and calculated standardized residuals of number of injuries to each general body region by vehicle class (cells in bold indicate statistically significant differences).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body region</th>
<th>P&lt;0.001</th>
<th>Vehicle type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head/face</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>349.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>343.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. residual</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>243.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>290.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. residual</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower extremity</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>366.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>324.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. residual</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Numbers of AIS2+ injuries by vehicle type and general body region.
With regard to head/face AIS 2+ injuries, Figure 10 shows the percentage by vehicle type using the five-category vehicle classification scheme. Almost two-thirds of AIS2+ head/face injuries result from impacts of pedestrians by passenger cars, which is the proportion expected to occur statistically (reference Table 1). In this distribution, pedestrian impacts by SUVs and pickup trucks resulted in fewer head injuries than expected statistically, while pedestrian impacts by minivans and vans resulted in more head injuries than expected statistically. The distribution using the three-category vehicle classification scheme is shown in Figure 11. Using this distribution (reference Table 2), the number of head/face injuries resulting from impacts by passenger cars is the proportion expected statistically, while the lighter LTVs produce fewer head/face injuries than expected and heavier LTVs produce more head/face injuries than expected.

![Pie chart showing distribution of AIS2+ head/face injuries by vehicle type.](image)

Figure 10. Distribution of AIS2+ head/face injuries by vehicle type using the five-category classification scheme.
Figure 11. Distribution of AIS2+ head/face injuries by vehicle type using the three-category vehicle classification scheme.
Figure 12 shows the distribution of AIS2+ lower extremity injuries by vehicle type using the five-category vehicle classification scheme. Almost 75% of lower extremity injuries result from impacts by passenger cars, which is a higher proportion than expected statistically (reference Table 1). The proportions of lower extremity injuries from SUV and minivan impacts are expected statistically, while vans and pickups resulted in fewer lower extremity injuries than expected statistically. This analysis was repeated using the three-category vehicle classification scheme as shown in Figure 13. Impacts with passenger cars resulted in more lower extremity injuries than expected statistically (reference Table 2), while impacts with lighter and heavier LTVs resulted in fewer lower extremity injuries than expected statistically.

Figure 12. Distribution of AIS2+ lower extremity injuries by vehicle type using the five-category vehicle classification scheme.
Severity of Injuries by Body Region and Vehicle Type

With regard to the effect of vehicle type on the severities of injuries to these grouped body regions, Table 3 shows the mean AIS for all AIS2+ injuries, AIS2+ head/face injuries, and AIS2+ lower extremity injuries for the passenger car, LTV1, and LTV2 groupings. While the mean AIS score for all AIS 2+ injuries is statistically higher for the two LTV categories than the passenger car categories, the differences between passenger cars and LTVs for AIS2+ head/face injuries are statistically the same. For AIS2+ lower extremity injuries, the mean AIS level of injuries sustained in impacts with lighter LTVs is higher than the mean AIS level sustained from impacts by passenger cars and heavier LTVs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injury Type</th>
<th>Mean AIS score</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All AIS2+ injuries</td>
<td>2.82 2.98 3.04</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS2+ head/face injuries</td>
<td>3.33 3.44 3.42</td>
<td>0.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS2+ lower extremity injuries</td>
<td>2.41 2.61 2.40</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pedestrians by Number of AIS2+ Injuries

The numbers of AIS 2+ and AIS 3+ injuries were tabulated for each of the 552 pedestrian records in the PCDS database. Figure 14 shows the counts and percentages of pedestrians with different numbers of AIS2+ injuries. As indicated, 44% of the pedestrians in the database did not sustain any AIS2+ injuries, 27% sustained one or two, and 29% sustained three or more. Figure 15 shows the counts and percentages of pedestrians with different numbers of AIS3+ injuries. As indicated, 64% sustained no AIS3+ injuries, 16% sustained one or two, and 20% sustained three or more.

Figure 14. Counts and percentages of pedestrians in the PCDS database with different numbers of AIS2+ injuries.

Figure 15. Counts and percentages of pedestrians in the PCDS database with different numbers of AIS3+ injuries.
The counts and percentages of pedestrians with different numbers of AIS2+ and AIS3+ injuries to the whole body were compiled separately for pedestrians struck by passenger cars, lighter LTVs, and heavier LTVs. Figure 16 compares the counts of pedestrians with different numbers of AIS 2+ injuries for the three vehicle groups, while Figure 17 compares proportions of pedestrians in each group with different numbers of injuries. While the numbers of pedestrians with AIS2+ injuries from impacts with passenger cars in the database exceed the numbers with AIS2+ injuries from both LTV categories for all counts of AIS 2+ injuries, the proportions of pedestrians in each vehicle group with different counts of AIS 2+ injuries are essentially and statistically the same (p=0.924). Similar results between passenger cars and LTVs were found for AIS3+ injuries, but are not presented here (p=0.580).

![Figure 16. Counts of pedestrians by number of AIS2+ injuries sustained in impacts with passenger cars, lighter LTVs, and heavier LTVs.](image)

![Figure 17. Proportions of pedestrians by number of AIS2+ injuries sustained in impacts with passenger cars, lighter LTVs, and heavier LTVs.](image)
Predictors of Pedestrian Injuries

Logistic regression analysis was performed to identify possible predictors of pedestrian AIS 2+ head/face injuries and lower-extremity injuries (the mid region was not included in this analysis). Pedestrian stature, age, gender, and impact speed were considered as potential predictors. Age and gender are the best predictors, but the fit of the model is poor. When the analysis was performed separately for impacts by passenger cars and impacts by LTVs, age is the best predictor for passenger cars and gender is best for LTVs. However, the fit of the models is very poor. Impact speed was not shown to be a predictor of AIS2+ injuries to either of these body regions.

When the presence of an AIS2+ lower extremity injury was included as a potential predictor for AIS2+ head injury, it was selected as the best predictor, although the fit is only slightly better than the models using gender and age. The results of this analysis indicate that pedestrians with AIS2+ lower-extremity injuries have about 3.8 [95%CI:2.528:5.753] greater odds of sustaining an AIS2+ head/face injury than those without an AIS2+ lower-extremity injury. This indicates that pedestrians involved in crashes severe enough to result in an AIS2+ injury to one body region are those most likely to sustain an AIS2+ injury in another body region.

Sources of Pedestrian Injuries

Additional analyses were performed on the AIS2+ injuries relative to the source of pedestrian injuries to determine which injuries resulted from vehicle components that might be affected by regulation (such as bumpers and hood) versus injuries that resulted from non-relevant sources, such as the ground. The AIS2+ injuries in the PCDS database were attributed to 35 different injury sources that were reduced to 14 groups for analysis, as shown in Table 4. While injuries attributed to components such as the ground or vehicle tires/wheels might be reduced by countermeasures that change pedestrian kinematics, these were not expected to directly result from component level countermeasures currently under consideration in regulations, and therefore were not considered to be “relevant” sources of pedestrian injuries.
Groups 1 through 10 in Table 4 are considered to be “relevant” injury sources in analysis based on the vehicle regions impacted in currently proposed head/face and lower-extremity test procedures. Overall, 87% of AIS2+ injuries in the PCDS database were attributed to relevant injury sources. However, the proportion varies with general body region and vehicle type, as shown in Figure 18. For head/face injuries, 95% of injuries from van impacts were caused by relevant sources, while only 53% of injuries caused by pickup truck impacts were caused by relevant sources. For lower extremity injuries, the proportion of injuries from relevant sources ranges from 69% of injuries caused by minivan impacts to 93% of impacts caused by impacts with passenger vehicles. Figure 19 shows the proportions of injuries from relevant sources when the three-category vehicle classification scheme is used. Countermeasures to reduce head/face injury would be relevant to 91% of head/face injuries caused by passenger-car impacts, but only to 75% of impacts by lighter LTVs and 39% of impacts with heavier LTVs. The difference is not as large for lower-extremity injuries, but pedestrian lower-extremity injury countermeasures would be relevant for 93% of injuries from impacts with passenger cars and heavier LTVs, but only 81.0% of injuries from impacts with lighter LTVs.

Table 4. Definition of 14 Injury Source Groups Based on 35 Sources in PCDS Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Number</th>
<th>New Source Group</th>
<th>PCDS Sources Included in Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bumper</td>
<td>Bumper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Grille</td>
<td>Grille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hood edge</td>
<td>Hood edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Other front</td>
<td>Spoiler, headlights, other lights, other front component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fender</td>
<td>Left, right, top fender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hood</td>
<td>Hood and hood with reinforced component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A-pillar</td>
<td>Left and right A-pillars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cowl/wipers</td>
<td>Cowl/wipers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Windshield</td>
<td>Windshield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Front Header</td>
<td>Front Header</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mid vehicle</td>
<td>Left roof siderail, left and right mirrors, other top components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rear vehicle</td>
<td>B-pillars, right rear glazing, trunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Wheels</td>
<td>All four wheels, undercarriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Nonvehicle</td>
<td>Ground, other environment, noncontact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 18. Proportion of AIS2+ injuries to three body-region groups attributed to “relevant” injury sources by vehicle type.

Figure 19. Proportion of AIS2+ injuries to the three body-region groups attributed to relevant injury sources for passenger cars and LTVs.
Estimate of changing pedestrian injury patterns with vehicle fleet changes

The previous analysis of pedestrian injury patterns was based on a database in which 31% of the pedestrian impacts were by LTVs. The proportion of vehicles in the 2003 fleet that are LTVs is estimated to be 40%, and the increasing market share of LTVs suggests that the vehicle fleet could be 50% LTVs within the next fifteen years. These proportions are compared in Figure 20.

![Proportion of vehicle fleet by vehicle type in PCDS database, 2003, and future.](image)

An analysis was performed to estimate how pedestrian injury patterns might be expected to change if the vehicle fleet was comprised of 40% or 50% LTVs. Because the analysis pedestrians according to body region with AIS2+ injuries (head/face, lower extremity, both, or neither in Figure 6) do not show statistically significant differences for between passenger cars and LTVs, these results are not expected to change. However, when looking at injuries sustained by pedestrians (excluding pedestrians without AIS2+ head/face or lower extremity injuries), there is some difference in head/face and lower extremity injury patterns with vehicle type. Figure 21 shows an estimate of the proportion of AIS2+ head/face injuries that would be expected to result with LTVs making up 40% and 50% of the vehicle fleet. As the vehicle fleet shifts towards equal numbers of passenger cars and LTVs, LTVs will cause more head injuries than passenger cars. However, head/face injuries caused by relevant sources should also be considered, as this varies considerably with vehicle type for head injuries. The figure also indicates with an X the number of injuries caused by relevant sources. When the vehicle fleet reaches 50% LTVs, although the proportion of head/face injuries caused by LTVs will be
higher than that caused by passenger vehicles, the proportion of head/face injuries caused by relevant sources will still be higher for passenger cars.

![Figure 21. Proportion of head/face injuries caused by PCs and LTVs.](image)

Figure 21. Proportion of head/face injuries caused by PCs and LTVs.

Figure 22 shows similar calculations for AIS2+ lower extremity injuries. When the vehicle fleet reaches 50% LTVs, passenger cars will still cause slightly more lower extremity injuries, although the difference is not as great as in the PCDS database. The proportion of lower extremity injuries caused by relevant sources will remain higher for passenger cars, but because passenger cars and LTVs have similar levels of injuries caused by relevant sources, the differences for lower extremities are not as large as for head/face injuries.

![Figure 22. Proportion of lower extremity injuries caused by PCs and LTVs.](image)

Figure 22. Proportion of lower extremity injuries caused by PCs and LTVs.
Pedestrian-passenger car impacts make up 69% of PCDS cases, while lighter LTVs make of 26% of cases and heavier LTVs make up 5% of cases. In today’s vehicle fleet, the total proportion of LTVs is estimated to be 40%.

Head/face and lower extremity injuries each account for about one-third of AIS2+ injuries to pedestrians in the PCDS database.

Half of the pedestrians in the PCDS database sustained neither head/face nor lower extremity AIS2+ injuries, 9% sustained only AIS2+ head injuries, 19% sustained only AIS2+ lower extremity injuries, and 23% sustained both head and lower extremity AIS2+ injuries. These results are similar for pedestrians struck by passenger cars or by lighter and heavier LTVs.

In the PCDS database of pedestrian impacts, collected from 1994 through 1998, 64% of AIS2+ head/face injuries and 73% of lower extremity injuries result from impacts from passenger cars.

In the PCDS database, 44% of pedestrians struck by vehicles do not sustain any AIS2+ injuries, 17% sustain only one AIS2+ injury, and the 39% sustain multiple AIS2+ injuries.

In the PCDS database, 64% of pedestrians struck by vehicles do not sustain any AIS3+ injuries, 10% sustain only one AIS3+ injury, and 26% sustain multiple AIS3+ injuries.

The distribution of the number of AIS 2+ injuries sustained by pedestrians struck by LTVs is similar to the distribution of the number of AIS 2+ injuries for pedestrians struck by passenger cars.

The average severity of AIS2+ head/face injuries are statistically the same for pedestrians struck by passenger cars and LTVs, but the average severity of lower extremity injuries is higher for lighter LTVs than passenger cars or heavy LTVs.

Impact speed, gender, age, and stature are not good predictors of the likelihood of a pedestrian sustaining AIS2+ head/face or lower-extremity injuries.

Pedestrians with AIS2+ lower extremity injuries have 3.8 times greater odds of sustaining and AIS2+ head injury.

87% of AIS2+ injuries in the PCDS database are attributed to injury sources expected to be affected by currently proposed pedestrian injury mitigation procedures such as the bumper, hood, and windshield, but this proportion varies with vehicle body type.

For AIS2+ head/face injuries, 91% are caused by relevant sources on passenger cars, while only 75% are caused by relevant sources on lighter LTVs and 39% are caused by relevant sources on heavier LTVs.

For AIS2+ lower extremity injuries, 93% result from relevant sources on passenger cars and heavier LTVs, while 81% result from relevant sources on lighter LTVs.
2.2.2 Analysis of all lower extremity injuries

Because recent publications did not include a detailed analysis of pedestrian lower extremity injuries, an analysis of the PCDS database was performed with a focus on lower extremity injuries. The final database consists of 552 crashes, of which 203 pedestrians sustained 509 AIS2+ lower extremity injuries. In this analysis, the lower extremity injuries were classified as shown in Table 5 using a functional classification rather than a strictly anatomic classification. For example, fractures to the tibial malleolus were included in the ankle/foot category, and fractures to the tibial plateau were included in the knee fracture category. Knee soft-tissue injuries were grouped separately from the knee fracture injuries. Injuries to the pelvis are included with the lower extremity rather than as a separate body region. Table 5 includes all of the types of injuries found in the PCDS database.

Table 5. Classifications of lower extremity injuries in the PCDS database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>AIS 2 Injuries</th>
<th>AIS 3+ Injuries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ankle/foot</td>
<td>Dislocation</td>
<td>Amputation below knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foot fracture</td>
<td>Tibia open/comminuted fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fibula lateral malleolus fracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibia/fibula shaft</td>
<td>Tibia fracture</td>
<td>Tibial condyle fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fibula fracture</td>
<td>Tibial plateau fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee fractures</td>
<td>Femoral condyle fracture</td>
<td>Femoral condyle fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patella fracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tibial condyle fracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tibial plateau fracture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee soft tissues</td>
<td>Joint laceration</td>
<td>Ligament laceration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dislocation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ligament laceration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sprain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femur shaft</td>
<td>Femur fractures &lt; 12YO</td>
<td>Femur fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Femoral vessel injury</td>
<td>Femoral vessel injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amputation above knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>Femoral head/neck fracture &lt; 12YO</td>
<td>Femoral head/neck fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis</td>
<td>Pelvis fractures</td>
<td>Pelvis fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sacroilium fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pubic symphysis fractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole lower extremity</td>
<td>Compartment syndrome</td>
<td>Degloving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laceration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the counts of AIS 2 and AIS 3+ lower extremity injuries in the PCDS database by body region. The most frequent types of injuries are labeled on the plots. Among AIS 2 injuries, fractures to the leg (i.e. mid-shaft of tibia and fibula) are most frequent, followed by knee injuries. Approximately 45% of AIS 2 knee injuries
are soft-tissue injuries. For AIS3+ injuries, fractures to the leg are also the most frequent type, followed by injuries to the pelvis/hip. Figure 25 shows the distribution of all AIS2+ lower extremity injuries in the PCDS database. These results show that fractures to the leg are most frequent, followed by knee and pelvis/hip injuries, which comprise almost the same proportion of all lower extremity injuries.

Figure 23. AIS 2 lower extremity injuries in the PCDS database by body region.

Figure 24. AIS 3+ lower extremity injuries in the PCDS database by body region.
Figure 25. AIS 2+ lower extremity injuries in the PCDS database by body region.

Figure 26 through Figure 28 show the breakdown of AIS 2+ lower extremity injuries by body region according to gender, age group, and vehicle body type. For each plot, the overall distribution of pedestrians in the database is shown in the last column. Figure 26 shows that men and women generally have the same lower extremity injury patterns, although men sustain a greater proportion of leg and unspecified injuries. Figure 27 shows that children aged 0 to 15 sustain fewer lower extremity injuries than expected in every category except for thigh injuries. Pedestrians over age 60 have a disproportionately high frequency of ankle/foot injuries. When reviewing injuries according to vehicle type in Figure 28, pedestrians struck by vans have a greater proportion of ankle/foot injuries, while those struck by SUVs have a greater proportion of thigh and pelvis/hip injuries.

Figure 26. AIS 2+ lower extremities in the PCDS database by gender and body region.
Figure 27. AIS2+ lower extremities in the PCDS database by age group and body region.

Figure 28. AIS2+ lower extremities in the PCDS database by vehicle body type and body region.
Some pedestrians sustain more than one AIS2+ injury to the struck-side lower extremity. Figure 29 shows the number of AIS2+ lower-extremity injuries per occupant by vehicle body type. Pedestrians struck by a pickup are more likely to sustain multiple injuries than are those struck by passenger cars.

Figure 29. Distributions of the count of AIS2+ lower extremity injuries by vehicle body type.

2.2.3 Factors related to lower extremity injuries on the struck side

After the analysis of all AIS2+ lower extremity injuries in the PCDS database, a more detailed analysis of the database with regard to factors associated with different lower extremity injuries and the relationships between the occurrence of different types of lower extremity injuries was performed. A goal of the analysis was to investigate whether the presence of one type of lower extremity injury affected the likelihood of another type of lower extremity injury occurring. For example, does a tibia fracture suggest that a femur fracture is more or less likely? This analysis was complicated by the presence of AIS2+ injuries on both lower extremities for some pedestrians. Since a tibia fracture to the right leg is expected to have little effect on the likelihood of femur fracture to the left leg, using all lower extremity injuries for each pedestrian was considered inappropriate for this analysis, so an effort was made to restructure the dataset to consider only lower extremity injuries occurring on the struck side.

To identify the struck-side injuries, the locations of each pedestrian’s lower extremity injuries were analyzed and compared to the pedestrian’s coded body orientation relative to the striking vehicle. For pedestrians coded with unknown, front-facing, or rear-facing body postures, the lower extremity with the most severe injuries was assumed to be on
the struck side. Pelvis injuries were coded on the struck side unless they occurred to both the left and right sides or were specified as being on the nonstruck side.

Figure 30 shows 63% of pedestrians in the PCDS database did not sustain an AIS2+ lower extremity injury, 24% sustained an AIS2+ lower extremity injury only on the struck side, 3% sustained an AIS2+ lower extremity injury only on the nonstruck side, and 10% sustained an AIS2+ lower extremity on both the left and right sides. Further analysis considered only the lower extremity injuries to the struck side, so the nonstruck side lower extremity injuries to pedestrians with injuries to both lower extremities were not included, and the pedestrians with injuries to only their nonstruck side were coded as having no lower extremity injuries to their struck side. The proportions of occupants with injuries to the nonstruck side was considered small enough that deleting the nonstruck data was not expected to have a substantial effect on analysis.

![Figure 30. Proportion of PCDS pedestrians who sustained AIS2+ injuries to the struck side, both sides, the nonstruck side, or neither lower extremity.](image)

Analysis of the data indicate that many pedestrians sustain multiple AIS2+ lower extremity injuries, so the data were then analyzed to determine the frequencies of different combinations of lower extremity injuries. Figure 31 shows the frequencies of different combinations of AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side. Injury combinations involving the tibia/fibula shaft are lightly shaded, combinations involving the knee are darkly shaded, and those involving both the tibia/fibula and knee are striped. The most frequent injury is to the tibia/fibula only (n=41), followed by the knee only (n=34). However, 37 pedestrians sustained a tibia/fibula injury on the struck side along with another AIS2+ lower extremity injury, 10 pedestrians sustained an AIS2+ knee injury along with another AIS2+ lower extremity injury, and 17 pedestrians sustained both tibia/fibula and knee AIS2+ injuries. Pelvis/hip injuries also comprise a substantial proportion of AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side.
The data were further analyzed to examine the correspondence of AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side with pedestrian age, gender, and stature, bumper heights, ratio of pedestrian knee height to bumper height, vehicle body type, impact speed, and vehicle/pedestrian interaction.

For the continuous variables of impact speed, pedestrian stature, pedestrian age, bumper height (top and bottom), and knee height/top bumper height, ANOVA analysis was performed to determine if the mean values are significantly different between the pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side. Results shown in Table 6 indicate the mean values for all of these variables are statistically different for pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side. Pedestrians with AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side tend to be older and taller than those without lower extremity injuries. Also, having higher impact speed, higher bumper heights, and a higher knee/bumper height ratio correspond to a greater likelihood of sustaining an AIS2+ lower extremity injury to the struck side.
Table 6. Mean values of crash and pedestrian factors for cases with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIS2+ Lower extremity injury</th>
<th>without</th>
<th>with</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact speed</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian age</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian stature</td>
<td>159.4</td>
<td>164.9</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom bumper height</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top bumper height</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kneeht/topbumperht</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of mean values of crash and pedestrian factors was repeated for cases with and without AIS2+ knee fracture injuries, knee soft-tissue injuries, and tibia/fibula shaft injuries to the struck side. Table 7 shows that for cases with and without knee fracture, only the mean values of pedestrian age and stature were statistically different at a p<.05 level. For the analysis of cases with and without knee soft-tissue injuries shown in Table 8, none of these factors were statistically different. Regarding cases with and without tibia/fibula shaft fractures presented in Table 9, impact speed, pedestrian age and stature, and knee height/bumper height ratio were statistically different.

Table 7. Mean values for of crash and pedestrian factors for cases with and without AIS2+ knee fractures to the struck side

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIS 2+ Knee fracture</th>
<th>without</th>
<th>with</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact speed</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian age</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian stature</td>
<td>160.5</td>
<td>169.2</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom bumper height</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top bumper height</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kneeht/topbumperht</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Mean values of crash and pedestrian factors for cases with and without AIS2+ knee soft-tissue injuries to the struck side

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIS2+ Knee soft-tissue injury</th>
<th>without</th>
<th>with</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact speed</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>0.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian age</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>0.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian stature</td>
<td>160.9</td>
<td>168.6</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom bumper height</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top bumper height</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kneeht/topbumperht</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To further investigate the relationship of impact speed to AIS2+ lower extremity injuries on the struck side, the number of cases with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side was calculated for eight different speed ranges. These counts were divided by the total number of cases with or without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side. Results are shown in Figure 32 and show distinctly different patterns of impact speeds for pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries. Pedestrians without lower extremity injury are more likely to be struck by a vehicle traveling less than 30 km/h and very few pedestrians without lower extremity injuries were struck at impact speeds greater than 40 km/h.

![Figure 32. Proportion of pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side by impact speed.](image-url)
A similar analysis was performed for pedestrian age as illustrated in Figure 33. Up to age 30, the proportion of cases without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side exceeds the proportion of cases with AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side. After age 30, the reverse holds. The difference is greatest in the 71-80 year age range, which makes up 13.5% of the injury cases and just over 4% of the non-injury cases. Figure 34 shows these data cumulatively.

![Figure 33. Proportion of pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side by pedestrian age.](image)

![Figure 34. Cumulative proportion of pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side by pedestrian age.](image)
The proportion of pedestrians in each stature group was calculated for those with and without lower extremity injuries to the struck side. The stature differences shown in Figure 35 are not as large, but the greatest proportion of non-injury cases is the 161-170 stature group, while the greatest proportion of injury cases is the 171-180 cm stature group.

![Figure 35. Proportion of pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side by pedestrian stature.](image)

Other crash factors examined for their association with the occurrence of lower extremity injury are gender, vehicle type, and vehicle/pedestrian interaction. As shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37, the proportions of male/female and different vehicle body types were essentially the same for pedestrian crashes with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side. There are, however, some differences in vehicle/pedestrian interaction, shown in Figure 38. Pedestrians with AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side are more likely to be wrapped around the vehicle, while those without injury were more likely to be knocked down or pushed aside.
Figure 36. Pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side by pedestrian gender.

Figure 37. Pedestrians with and without AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side by vehicle body type.
To further analyze the relationships of different crash and pedestrian factors with AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side, logistic regression analysis was performed. Results are summarized in Table 10. This analysis was performed using a forward Wald regression technique. Factors considered to be potential predictors are impact speed, pedestrian stature, age, and gender. In addition, the presence or absence of an AIS2+ lower extremity distal to the injury being examined was considered a potential predictor, based on the hypothesis that more distal lower extremity injuries tend to occur before those to the proximal end. For example, when looking at potential predictors of knee injury, presence or absence of ankle/foot injury and leg shaft injury were considered to be potential predictors. Time did not permit further logistical analysis using vehicle factors (such as bumper height) as potential predictors.

These regression analyses should be used with caution, because although the variables shown are statistically significant predictors of the dependent variable, the logistic function may not be the best model to use in some cases. For example, some of the functions show a significant risk at very low impact speeds. This may partly result from the limited amount of data, or be complicated by different mechanisms of lower extremity injury. For example, some lower extremity injuries may not be caused by the vehicle, but by contact with the ground. It may be reasonable for a 70-year-old to have a 20% risk of lower extremity injury at impact speeds of 2 kph if falling mechanisms are considered.
Table 10. Factors contributing to the probability of AIS2+ lower extremity injury in PCDS pedestrian crashes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>intercept alpha</th>
<th>coefficient beta</th>
<th>standard error in beta</th>
<th>-2log (LR)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>Wald chi-square p-value</th>
<th>Odds ratios [95% CI]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>AIS2+ lower extremity Injury</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>Impact Speed</td>
<td>-3.083</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>434.641</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.281</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>1.051 [1.037-1.065]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>1.025 [1.014-1.036]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>AIS2+ ankle/foot injury</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>Impact Speed</td>
<td>-3.946</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>208.462</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>1.020[1.004-1.035]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>.021</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1.021[1.004-1.038]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>AIS2+ leg shaft injury</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>Impact Speed</td>
<td>-3.439</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>281.394</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.301</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>1.044 [1.030-1.058]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ankle/foot AIS2+ injury</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.404</td>
<td>.436</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>11.063 [4.711-25.983]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>AIS2+ knee fracture</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-3.738</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>206.107</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>1.025 [1.009-1.042]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AIS2+ leg shaft injury</td>
<td></td>
<td>.929</td>
<td>.419</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>2.533 [1.115-5.754]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>AIS2+ knee soft-tissue injury</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>AIS2+ knee fracture</td>
<td>-3.211</td>
<td>1.562</td>
<td>.555</td>
<td>154.314</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>4.769 [1.608-14.148]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>AIS2+ thigh injury</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>Impact speed</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>104.098</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.302</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.067 [1.041-1.094]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stature</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.041</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.960 [0.938-0.982]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AIS2+ leg shaft injury</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.990</td>
<td>1.092</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.137 [0.016-1.161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>AIS2+ pelvis/hip injury</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>Impact speed</td>
<td>-7.804</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>178.892</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.455</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.068 [1.048-1.088]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.038 [1.020-1.056]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>2.810 [1.209-6.532]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AIS2+ thigh injury</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.440</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>11.478 [2.533-52.015]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The factors shown to be the best predictors of different AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side are summarized in Table 11. Impact speed was predictive of all dependent variables considered except for knee fracture and knee soft-tissue injury. Age is a predictor of lower extremity injury, ankle/foot injury, knee fracture, and pelvis/hip injury. Stature is only a predictor for thigh injury, while gender is only a predictor for pelvis/hip fracture. Ankle/foot injury is associated with leg shaft injury, while leg shaft fracture is associated with knee fracture and thigh injury. The only variable predictive of knee soft-tissue injury is knee fracture. Thigh fracture is associated with pelvis/hip injury.

Table 11. Predictors for different types of AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the struck side

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIS2+ lower extremity Injury</th>
<th>Impact speed</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Stature</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Ankle/foot injury</th>
<th>Tib/fib injury</th>
<th>Knee fracture</th>
<th>Thigh fracture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS2+ ankle/foot injury</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS2+ leg shaft injury</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS2+ knee fracture</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS2+ knee soft-tissue injury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS2+ thigh injury</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS2+ pelvis/hip injury</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 39 shows the probability of AIS2+ lower extremity injuries to the pedestrian’s struck side by impact speed and pedestrian age. Curves are shown for 10-year-old, 40-year-old, and 70-year-old pedestrians. Risk of injury increases with increasing impact speed, as does increasing age. The 50% probability of injury is at 57 km/h for a 10-year-old, 42 km/h for a 40-year-old, and 27 km/h for a 70-year-old.

Logistic regression plots for ankle/foot injury, knee fracture, and knee soft-tissue do not have a shape indicative of a good fit using the logistic model and are not included in the report. However, some points of interest from Table 10 regarding these dependent variables are included here. The odds ratio for knee fracture suggests that pedestrians who sustain a leg shaft fracture have 2.5 greater odds of sustaining a knee fracture. Also, pedestrians who sustain a knee fracture have 4.8 times greater odds of sustaining knee soft-tissue injuries.
Figure 40 shows the probability of leg shaft injuries by impact speed, accounting for the presence or absence of ankle/foot fracture. Pedestrians with ankle/foot fracture have 11 times greater odds of sustaining a tibia/fibula fracture.

Figure 40. Probability of AIS2+ leg shaft injuries to the struck side by impact speed and presence/absence of ankle/foot injury.

Figure 41 shows the probability of thigh injuries by impact speed, accounting for the presence or absence of leg/shaft fracture. Curves were calculated for pedestrian statures of 120 cm and 170 cm, representing a child and adult. Pedestrians with tibia/fibula fractures may be more likely to sustain femur fracture, but the confidence interval of the odds ratio (0.137 [0.016-1.161]) indicate that this factor is only marginally significant.
Figure 41. Probability of AIS2+ thigh shaft injuries to the struck side by impact speed, pedestrian stature, and presence or absence of leg shaft injury.

Figure 42 through Figure 44 show the risk of pelvis/hip injury to pedestrians in the PCDS database. Impact speed, gender, age, and the presence or absence of thigh fracture are predictive of pelvis/hip injury. Figure 42 shows the risk of pelvis/hip injury for men. Pedestrians with thigh injuries are 11.5 times more likely to sustain pelvis/hip injury than those without. Risk of pelvis/hip injury increases with both age and impact speed. For male pedestrians without thigh fracture, 50% risk of pelvis/hip injuries occurs at impact speeds of 97, 80, and 63 km/h, for 10-year-olds, 40-year-olds, and 70-year-olds, respectively. For male pedestrians with thigh fracture, 50% risk of pelvis/hip injuries occurs at impact speeds of 60, 44, and 27 km/h, for 10-year-olds, 40-year-olds, and 70-year-olds, respectively. Figure 43 shows the risk of pelvis/hip injury for women. For female pedestrians without thigh fracture, 50% risk of pelvis/hip injuries occurs at impact speeds of 81, 65, and 48 km/h, for 10-year-olds, 40-year-olds, and 70-year-olds, respectively. For female pedestrians with thigh fracture, 50% risk of pelvis/hip injuries occurs at impact speeds of 44, 27, and 11 km/h, for 10-year-olds, 40-year-olds, and 70-year-olds, respectively. Figure 44 shows results for 40-year-old pedestrians and indicates that women have 2.8 times greater odds of sustaining pelvis/hip injuries in a pedestrian crash than men.
Figure 42. Probability of AIS2+ pelvis/hip injuries to the struck side for males by impact speed, pedestrian age, and presence or absence of thigh injury.

Figure 43. Probability of AIS2+ pelvis/hip injuries to the struck side for females by impact speed, pedestrian age, and presence or absence of thigh injury.
Figure 44. Probability of AIS2+ pelvis/hip injuries to the struck side for 40-year-olds by impact speed, pedestrian gender, and presence or absence of thigh injury.

Additional regression analysis was performed using vehicle factors as potential predictors of different types of lower extremity injury. Vehicle factors added to the pedestrian factors as potential predictors of injury were lower bumper height, top bumper height, ground-to-hood distance, ground to front/top transition distance, front bumper lead and the ratio between pedestrian stature and height. Because these variables were not available for all cases, the number of lower extremity injuries included in the analysis was reduced from 418 to 342. When the regression analysis was performed using a larger number of potential predictors, the results differed from those in Table 11 in only two cases, shown in Table 12 as models VIII and IX. For leg shaft injuries, top bumper height was selected as a predictor together with impact speed and the presence of an ankle injury. For pelvis/hip injury, the bottom bumper height was selected as an additional predictor to those pedestrian factors previously selected. These analyses indicate that pedestrian factors seem to be stronger predictors of lower extremity injury than vehicle factors. To investigate whether vehicle factors are more predictive when pedestrian factors (such as age, gender, stature, and presence of other injuries) are not included as potential predictors, the logistic regression analysis was performed with only the vehicle variables (described above) and impact speed as potential predictors. For lower extremity, leg shaft, and thigh injuries, impact speed was selected as the only predictor. For knee fracture and knee strain injuries, no predictors were selected. As shown in Models X and XI in Table 12, impact speed and bottom bumper height were selected as predictors of AIS2+ ankle injury, while impact speed and ground-to-front-top-transition distance were selected as predictors of AIS2+ pelvis/hip injury.
Table 12. Factors contributing to the probability of AIS2+ lower extremity injury in PCDS pedestrian crashes when vehicle factors are considered potential predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>intercept alpha</th>
<th>coefficient beta</th>
<th>standard error in beta</th>
<th>-2log (LR)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>Wald chi-square p-value</th>
<th>Odds ratios [95% CI]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>AIS2+ leg shaft injury</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>Impact Speed</td>
<td>5.186</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>218.734</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.054 [1.035:1.066]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIS2+ ankle injury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.184</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>8.883 [2.897:27.234]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top bumper height</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.167</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.846 [0.781:0.916]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>AIS2+ pelvis/hip injury</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>Impact speed</td>
<td>-10-184</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>163.651</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.071 [1.049:1.094]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.036 [1.017:1.055]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>2.657 [1.110:6.359]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIS2+ thigh injury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.875</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>6.520 [1.259:33.769]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ground-to-front-of- hood distance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>AIS2+ ankle injury</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>Impact speed</td>
<td>-2.515</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>249.091</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.024 [1.009:1.038]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bottom bumper height</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>AIS2+ Pelvis/hip injury</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>Impact speed</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>222.946</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.068 [1.051:1.086]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ground-to-front/top-transition distance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.027 [1.011:1.044]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Biomechanical data

Kajzer et al. (1999, 1997, 1993, 1990) have performed several series of cadaver tests to study the response of the knee in lateral bending and shearing. Figure 45 through Figure 48 illustrate the test setups used in the different test programs. The key elements of each test series are summarized in Table 13. In the two later test series, the cadavers were of better quality (younger, not hospitalized prior to death) than those used in the first two series. The later tests were performed with the PMHS positioned horizontally rather than vertically. In the later tests, the impact mass was 6.25 kg rather than 40 kg. The later two test series used a single impactor face to provide shear load, while the original shear test procedure used a double impactor face to strike just below the knee and at the ankle. In all bending tests, impact was delivered to the ankle. All setups used a 400 N preload through the pelvis and fixed the femur at the trochanter and above the tibial plateau. Ground friction was minimized in all tests. In the latter two test series, loads were measured at the trochanter and above knee, and high speed video measured targets on femur and tibia. Damage was evaluated by looking at drop in shear force and bending moment and motion of targets.

Table 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prochant fixation screw</th>
<th>Knee fixation plate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 45. Kajzer et al. test setup for lateral dynamic shear tests at 40 and 20 km/h (1999, 1997).
Figure 46. Kajzer et al. test setup for lateral dynamic bending tests at 40 and 20 km/h (1999, 1997).
Figure 47. Kajzer et al. test setup for lateral shear tests at 20 km/h (1993).
Figure 2. Experimental test set-up for dynamic loading. A - Impactor; B - Support; HIG - Knee joint line; d - Knee free distance; 1 - Pre-loading system; 2 - Upper fixation plate for the thigh with force transducer; 3 - Lower fixation plate for the thigh with force transducer; 4 - Impactor; 5 - Impactor face with force transducer and accelerometer; 6 - Mobile plate; 7 - Stop wires; 8 - Lines for high-speed cinematography; 9 - Transducer of impactor displacement; 10 - Instantaneous speed measuring cell.

Figure 48. Kajzer et al. test setup for lateral bending tests at 20 km/h (1990).
In their first test series using lower velocity impacts in shear, Kajzer et al. (1990) identified two different injury mechanisms. The first occurred 5 ms after impact, and corresponds to the force generated by local acceleration (knee impact force), and results in injuries at the contact point and extra-articular injuries (fractures to fibula head and lateral tibia condyle, diaphysis fractures). The second mechanism (15-20 ms) correlated with force through the knee joint when the thigh is accelerated (knee reaction force), leading to intra-articular injuries of the knee joint (ligament injury, tibia intercondylar fractures, cartilage). Forces may rise after injury occurs because of a change in loading patterns through the leg, so the force level at the time of injury was used as a tolerance rather than peak force.

In the second test series, Kajzer et al. (1993) examined knee loading in lateral bending at lower velocities. The most common knee joint injury was MCL damage, which occurred at 10° of bending (measured using lines marked on the flesh). Moments at initial damage correspond to 101 Nm for 16 km/h and 123 Nm for 20 km/h, with the differences attributed to viscoelastic effects. The knee bending moment was not clearly related to knee bending angle. Rotation of the whole leg about the longitudinal axis occurred in most tests, and is essential for developing tensile forces in knee ligaments. Rotation occurred because of the non-symmetry of the leg.
At the 40 km/h velocity (Kajzer et al. 1997) initial tissue damage was typically an articular fracture in lateral shear tests and femur supracondylar fracture or diaphysis fracture in bending tests rather than knee ligament damage. If ligament damage occurred, it occurred after the fracture. In lateral shear tests, initial damage to the knee joint occurred at an average knee joint force of 2.6 (±0.5) kN and an average bending moment of 489 (±141) Nm. In bending tests, initial damage occurred at an average knee joint shear force was 1.5 (±0.6) kN and an average bending moment of 331 (±79) Nm. Damage to knee joint occurred at 5 ms in shear tests and 15 ms in bending tests. Initial displacement at initial injury was 16 to 28 mm. Loading speed of ligaments in the different setups could cause the differences in shear force and bending moment. The pattern of damage and tolerance levels differ in this study than from studies performed at lower velocities. Lower velocities tended to cause ligament damage, but ligament damage was less frequent at 40 km/h tests. A limitation of this study is that most of the fractures occurred where the femur was supported just above the knee and may be a result of the boundary conditions used.

Results of the 1990 and 1993 studies differ from those of the 1997 Kajzer et al. study. Differences between the early and later programs included cadaver condition, test fixture setup, and velocity. To identify which of these factors likely led to these differences, Kajzer et al. (1999) performed an additional study using the test fixtures of the later study and cadavers with a better condition, but at the 20 km/h impact speed. Comparing early and later 20 km/h tests, shear force levels were similar in shear tests, but the bending moment was substantially higher in the current bending tests. The similarity in shear force was likely due to differences in test setup, while the difference in bending moment were likely due to the quality of the PMHS. In the low velocity tests, ligament damage (ACL shear, MCL bending) occurred. In the high velocity tests, injuries were ACL damage and diaphysis/articular fractures for shear, and MCL damage and diaphysis fractures in bending. Occurrence of bone fracture related to impact velocity. Again, many of the fractures occurred near the support above the knee, limiting the application of the results of the study.

Kerrigan et al. (2003) discuss a different approach for understanding the failure tolerance of the pedestrian lower extremity to lateral impact. They tested eight tibias, eight femurs, and three knee joints in lateral three-point bending and two knee joints in lateral shear, with average velocity of 1.2 m/s. Knee joints failed at the soft tissue or by epiphysis fractures. The mean lateral bending failure moment at the knee of 134 Nm SD 7 is much lower than the knee failure moment reported in the literature (284-351 Nm) or that of the tibia (291 Nm SD 69) or femur (382 Nm SD 103). Results suggest that boundary conditions are critical when studying lateral knee impact. Pedestrian-related leg testing should include the tibia, fibula, and flesh. The current study does not include axial load, which was present in the tests of Kajzer et al. (1997, 1999), which had higher failure bending moments.

Ramet et al. (1995) performed quasi-static tests on 20 PMHS legs. Six tests were to the whole body and fourteen were dissected at the hip. Two targets were mounted to the tibia and two to the femur. Tests were performed on a horizontal surface, the femur was
fixed, and a bar attached to the tibia to apply bending centered 1.5 m below the knee joint. For shear tests, the foot and femur were fixed on the surface and the knee impacted. They found no gender differences. Using the tests with good data, they found the moment to be 6.2 times the angle. The mean values of 19° and 129 Nm at first injury were higher than previous dynamic thresholds. In shear, they generated a force/displacement corridor; injuries in shear occurred between 12 and 22 mm and .75 to 3 kN. All quasi-static shear injuries were to soft tissue.

Bunketorp et al. (1983) performed 20 PMHS tests using standard and compliant bumper systems at two bumper heights (45 cm, 32.5 cm) at velocities of 30 km/h. While these tests may not be as relevant because they involved vehicle designs of 20 years ago, they are one of the few test conditions in which the acceleration of the PMHS tibia was measured. In the tests, unembalmed leg specimens including the hip joint were used, and a simulated body mass of 47 kg was placed on the leg, which was standing on a high-friction foot plate wearing a shoe. Accelerometers were at the ankle, impact level, and knee. The compliant, lower, bumper condition produced fewer serious injuries than the rigid high bumper; other comparisons were not statistically significant. In these tests, a lower or more compliant bumper reduced bumper force. No comminuted fractures or femur diaphysis fractures occurred at 30 km/h.

Cesari et al. (1988) performed 20 tests involving PMHS subjected to loading by vehicle bumpers. Cesari et al. (1989) performed additional analysis on some of the same tests. While these results are not as relevant because of the vehicle bumper designs involved in the impacts, they offer some insight into pedestrian lower extremity injury mechanisms. Each PMHS was in a walking position with both feet on the ground. Tests were performed at impact speeds from 20 to 39 km/h, and at five bumper heights set to between 60% and 12% of knee heights. Knee angles peak when impact occurs at the knee. Knee angles were similar for all impact speeds at the lowest three bumper heights, but were lower in the 20 km/h tests at the two higher bumper heights. At 20 km/h, long bone fractures occurred 20%, and knee joint injuries occurred 60% (at higher bumper heights). At 32 km/h, both types of injuries occurred 60% of the tests. At 39 km/h, long bone fractures occurred in 100% of the tests and knee injuries occurred in 25% of the tests. Bumper force did not vary with bumper height, but generally increased with impact speed, and therefore does not appear to be a predictor of injury. Equivalent mass of the legs was estimated. When the PMHS was impacted from the right, most injuries occurred to the right leg, and only the highest speeds produced fractures to the left leg. The left leg was no longer weight-bearing after the bumper impacted the right leg and the whole subject rotated before the medial aspect of the left leg contacted the bumper. Higher impact speed increased tibia acceleration. Ligamentous injuries without fracture occurred at knee angles above 30°, while instances without any knee injury occurred at knee angles below 15°.

Kress et al. (1995) studied the failure of tibias and femurs in 558 tests. They used two test setups. The first was a linear impact into the bone with a 10 cm long, 4.13 cm diameter pipe at 7.5 m/s, driven by a 50 kg car. The second setup involved a pendulum impact using the same size of pipe at 1.2 or 5 m/s. They found ten different fracture
patterns during testing, and found that when the flesh was left on the bone, comminuted fractures were more likely to occur. They found more comminuted fractures in their embalmed specimens than in fresh or frozen. There were similar fracture patterns in the tibia and femur.
4. Surrogate Legforms and Associated Test Procedures

4.1 Test Specifications

Matsui et al. (1999) proposed new ISO corridors for the legform impactor. (Note: we were unable to obtain the most recent ISO documents including these specifications to determine if the proposed corridors were actually adopted.) The corridors are based on lateral bending and shear tests at 20 km/h and 40 km/h from the more recent Kajzer et al. tests (1997, 1999). The test procedure for validating the corridors is also revised and based on Kajzer et al. (1997, 1999). The proposed corridors evaluate impact force as a function of time because displacement and angle are difficult to measure in PMHS and were not considered reliable enough to be used to specify performance corridors. Specifying the timing of the force within the corridor has caused difficulties, so they used the current recommendations of aligning the peak force with the time of peak force in the corridor. Evaluation of a legform would require using the same test setup as Kajzer et al. (1997, 1999). They noted that at high speed, the inertia of muscles in PMHS may affect response and that legforms may need to include an appropriate effective mass or inertia at high speed. The corridors proposed in this publication are intended to replace previous ISO corridors based on the early knee impact cadaver tests performed by Kajzer et al. (1990, 1993).
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Figure 49. Force-time corridor for shear tests at 20 km/h (Matsui et al., 1999).
Figure 50. Force-time corridor for shear tests at 40 km/h (Matsui et al., 1999).

Figure 51. Force-time corridor for bending tests at 20 km/h (Matsui et al., 1999).
Figure 52. Force-time corridor for bending tests at 40 km/h (Matsui et al., 1999).

4.2 EEVC/TRL Legform

The TRL legform being used by the EEVC is illustrated in Figure 53. The legform mass is 13.4 kg and consists of a thigh segment and leg segment linked by a knee joint segment. The segments are simplified versions of an adult midsized male, but have the correct length, mass, center of gravity, and moment of inertia characteristics. The mass of the foot is included with the tibia section. The legform is covered with a 25 mm layer of energy absorbing foam flesh (Confor™ foam) and 6 mm of neoprene skin. The shear response of the knee is controlled by an elastic spring while the bending response is controlled by two deformable steel bars that are replaced after each test. The test is performed at 40 km/h, projecting the legform towards a bumper in free flight. A minimum of three legform-to-bumper tests is required to different portions of the vehicle structure. Instrumentation includes knee bending angle, knee shear displacement, and tibia acceleration.

In the original prototype design, the vibration of the knee spring caused excessive noise in the acceleration measures. A prototype damper was added to the system and appeared to solve the vibration problem without altering the knee shear response. Work was underway to develop a smaller damper for use in production legforms. (Note: we believe it may be incorporated into the 2000 version of the legform, but were unable to obtain a copy of the most recent user’s manual to confirm this.)
Injury criteria proposed by the EEVC/WG17 (1998) are a shear displacement of 6 mm, maximum shear force of 4 kN, and maximum bending angle of 15°. These criteria are aimed toward preventing serious ligament damage and tibia fractures. The shear displacement was selected to represent a 4kN shear force. JARI/JAMA representatives have proposed a combined maximum bending angle and maximum shear displacement criteria, but the WG 17 was not in favor of this approach because the maxima occur at different times.

The basis for the injury criteria are the quasi-static tests by Ramet et al. (1995), who concluded, based on review of other literature, that injury occurs dynamically at a lower angle than when it occurs statically, but the failure moment of ~134 Nm is the same for quasi-static and dynamic tests.

Kajzer et al. performed tests with the TRL legform using the setup of the Kajzer et al. (1997) tests to produce a transfer function between the cadaver and impactor responses. Results suggest that the criteria of 6 mm shear displacement, 4 kN shear force, and 15° bending angle are appropriate. However, Kajzer et al. (1997) note that the TRL legform
is based on low velocity test data (15-20 km/h) but run at 40 km/h. They note, “The results of the current [1997] study indicate that the injury mechanism and tolerance from low velocity experiments cannot be transformed to high velocity situations”.

Originally, the TRL legform was calibrated using a test procedure similar to that used for checking ATD necks. However, a revised procedure has been developed that more closely resembles the type of impact loading seen in the test procedure. The legform is suspended horizontally by cables and struck at the knee with a linear impactor. The TRL/EEVC legform has been shown to be repeatable under test impact conditions with a simulated repeatable car and in dynamic certification tests, with coefficients of variation for knee angle, knee displacement, maximum acceleration, and impact velocity of less than 5% in each condition (Lawrence and Hardy 1998).

The properties of the deformable ligaments are specified by static and dynamic bending response corridors. Recommended practice specifies that for each batch of 22 ligament pairs manufactured from a piece of steel stock, one pair of ligaments is checked statically and another checked dynamically. In addition, TRL (the ligament manufacturer) tests one pair of ligaments statically from each batch of 50.

Questions have arisen as to how the width of the ligament bending response corridor might affect the response of the legform. Lawrence and Hardy (1998) estimate using ligaments at either extreme of the bending corridor could shift the bending angle response by +/-14%. Additional testing to investigate the width of the ligament response corridor on legform response is underway.

The mechanical limits of the shear spring allow a maximum shear displacement only 15% over the tolerance criteria of 6 mm. Lawrence and Hardy (1998) suggest that this is sufficient for a regulatory device, even if greater overload capacity might be desired for research purposes. They point out that the bending and acceleration have a much larger overload capacity, and that bumper systems that meet the bending and acceleration requirements typically meet the shear requirements.

Green (1998) reports on tests with the EEVC legform on eight different vehicles to examine the repeatability and reproducibility of the legform test procedure. None of the vehicles met all of the legform tolerance criteria. The response data were masked by an 80 Hz vibration, which led addition of damper described previously. Many of the tests likely reached the physical bending angle and shear displacement limitations of the test device. Tibia acceleration exceeded 150 g in 17 of 21 cases. The device did not exhibit high repeatability or reproducibility (comparing results for two labs) even for a vehicle that did not reach the limits of the test device. The problem of the device reaching its mechanical limits could censor the acceleration measurements as well.

In recent EuroNCAP tests, 34 vehicles have been tested with the TRL legform using the EEVC procedure in 101 tests. Of these tests, 7.9% passed the current criteria and 16% were within 25% of the test requirements.
The use of the neoprene skin and Confor™ foam as part of the TRL legform structure has been criticized as not being sufficiently biofidelic or well-specified. Lawrence and Hardy suggest that the response is sufficiently controlled by the dynamic certification test. As with most ATDs, the legform does not have a humanlike distribution of mass because of its construction using steel bones and foam flesh. They suggest that the energy absorption characteristics of the legform flesh will have little effect on response compared to the energy absorption characteristics of the vehicle.

4.3 POLAR Dummy Legform

Several papers have described development of different versions of the POLAR legform. Figure 33 illustrates the features of this legform.

Figure 54. Diagram of POLAR dummy legform (Takahashi and Kikuchi, 2001).

Artis et al. (2000) describe preliminary efforts to develop the POLAR legform. They note that the early TRL and JARI legforms were not scaled to a midsized male size, and are based on cadaver tests performed on elderly cadavers that had been hospitalized before death and preserved afterwards. The paper discusses the process used to design ligaments. Modeling results showed that pedestrian kinematics did not show a great difference when either a deformable or breakable tibia was used, so the legform includes a deformable tibia. The bending response is slightly higher than desired. The shear response matches the newly proposed ISO corridor fairly well at 20 km/h, but has a second peak at 40 km/h outside the corridor because it does not simulate fracture.
Akiyama, Okamoto, and Rangarajan (2001) describe the development of the POLAR pedestrian dummy. Wittek et al. (2001) describe how the lower extremity of the POLAR pedestrian dummy is also being developed as a separate legform testing device. Akihama et al. (1999) report on the initial developments of the POLAR dummy. The upper body design is based on THOR, while it has more detailed knee structure, including reusable spring/tube/cables for each of the main ligaments, femoral condyles, and meniscus. The PMHS bending and shearing tests performed by Kajzer (1997, 1999) were performed on the POLAR leg. Results showed that the peak force in bending was about 15% higher, but the response shapes were similar. Five-axis load cells are placed above and below the knee, and accelerometers are placed on the femur, tibia, and above and below the knee. The leg used urethane tibias. The tibia does not have the ability to simulate fracture, but they performed computer simulations showing that tibia fracture would have only a limited effect on final body trajectory. Full-scale reconstruction tests showed that the head kinematics were reasonable, although the correlations between bending moments, accelerations, and angles with injury level is not clear and needs additional study.

4.4 Other legforms

There have been several other legforms developed to study pedestrian lower extremity injury. While this list is not exhaustive nor detailed, reports on some of these legforms provide insight on different issues involved in developing a pedestrian legform.

Konoso and Tanahashi (2003) developed a new 2002 version of the JAMA-JARI legform impactor. The size and shape are similar to the TRL legform. The knee joint incorporates a ligamentous system similar to that of the POLAR pedestrian dummy. The femur and tibia are each built of nine to eleven connected cylindrical sections that simulate the flexibility of the bone. The tibia, femur, and knee joint segments have good biofidelity compared to the response of cadaver component tests. The legform as a whole also compares favorably to ISO specifications based on the 1997 and 1999 Kajzer et al. tests. They believe using a legform with flexible bones provides more realistic response and measurement of accelerations.

Marous et al. (1998) developed a non-frangible pedestrian legform impactor. Its design is based on the original ISO specifications (based on the 1990 and 1993 Kajzer et al. tests). The legform has cylindrical sections to represent the tibia and femur. Bending response of the knee is controlled by a clutch-type mechanism, while the shearing response of the knee is controlled by viscoelastic elements that permit the tibia segment to shift relative to the femur segment. Bending angle and shear displacement are measured separately. The legform was considered a prototype and additional refinements and validation would be required for its further use.

Sakurai et al. (1994) evaluated measurements using different legform designs. They performed tests with the 1993 version of the JARI impactor, which is cylindrical and uniform in diameter over the whole length, and measures shear force, bending moment, tensile force, and knee angle above and below the knee. This design is similar to an INRETS impactor design (the predecessor to the TRL legform), but has greater
measurement capability. They also ran tests with the 1992 version of the JARI impactor, which has a symmetric cone-shaped thigh. Tests were performed with both impactors with and without a Hybrid II-Pedestrian upper body attached through a hip joint. Rather than projecting the legforms into the bumper, the legforms were impacted by a vehicle mounted on a sled. Bumper height and lead were varied. Measurement trends were similar with and without body mass for both impactors. Measures that varied with the presence of an upper body mass under some conditions were axial force, hood-edge force, and knee angle.

Cesari, Alonza, and Matyjewski (1993) describe development of an instrumented mechanical leg for bumper subsystem testing. The legform includes two deformable bars to reproduce a biofidelic force/angle history. In launching the leg, it is propelled by a small sled that stops before impact while the legform continues in free motion. Two deformation transducers measure bending angle and shearing. Proposed tolerances are an angle of 15°, 5mm/3kN shear displacement/force, and upper tibia acceleration of 150 g. They also performed simulations with a MADYMO pedestrian dummy, adjusting the lower limb characteristics to match the torque/angle characteristic of the legform. They varied bumper height, and performed simulations using the whole dummy, just one limb, or one limb with additional mass. The whole dummy model was considered the baseline. The model of the limb with additional mass on top matched results of the whole dummy better than the model of the limb alone.

Cesari, Cavallero, and Roche (1989) evaluated the Round Symmetrical Pedestrian Dummy (RSPD) leg. The legform consisted of foot, leg, and thigh components, with a single deformable rod at the knee, a cone-shaped thigh, and an adjustable ball and socket joint at the hip. The mass of the RSPD was 1.5 times that of a single human leg to account for the partial mass of the nonstruck leg. The RSPD was instrumented with ten sets of strain gauges over its length and accelerometers at two locations on the tibia. Its response was compared to that of cadavers impacted by a vehicle bumper at 32 km/h. Film analysis was used to calculate bending angle. Bumper peak force was higher with the RSPD than cadavers by 50%, indicating that the selected RSPD mass is inappropriate.

4.5 Evaluation of legform test methods

Anderson et al. (2002) performed reconstructions of ten pedestrian crashes using numerical and laboratory methods. The goal was to compare the injuries resulting from head and leg impacts incurred in pedestrian collisions with the results from the corresponding subsystem test. The reconstructed crashes were selected from among 80 pedestrian crashes collected by the Australian Commonwealth Department of Transport and Regional Services. The distribution of injuries by body region and AIS for this set of crashes is shown. A MADYMO pedestrian model was used to simulate the crashes, with the average male model scaled to match the pedestrian’s size. The vehicle geometry was approximated with planes and ellipsoids. Physical reconstructions of each test were performed using the EEVC headform, upper legform, and legform. For the legform impact reconstructions, severity of injury below the knee appears to be positively associated with higher tibia accelerations, but the EEVC limit of 150 g appears low.
They discuss that perhaps the criteria is set correctly, but the design of the legform produces accelerations that are too high. Knee bending angle and knee shear displacement appeared to have little correlation with knee injury, possibly because the test idealizes knee loading to be completely lateral, which rarely occurs in real collisions. They discuss that the rigid tibia of the legform amplifies the bending and shearing of the knee.

In their paper proposing new ISO corridors for the legform impactor, Matsui et al. (1999) tested the TRL and JARI legforms using the new proposed corridors. Results of their tests are shown in Figure 55 through Figure 58. Shear results for both legforms were too stiff. The TRL legform was not tested in shear at the higher velocity because of concerns that it might be damaged. The results were close in bending at 20 km/h, and slightly high in bending at 40 km/h. The lateral shearing displacement was lower than that seen in PMHS.
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**Figure 55.** Response of TRL and JARI legforms compared to shear force corridor for 20 km/h (Matsui et al., 1999).
Figure 56. Response of TRL and JARI legforms compared to bending force corridor for 20 km/h (Matsui et al., 1999).
Figure 57. Response of JARI legforms compared to shearing force corridor for 40 km/h (Matsui et al., 1999).
Takahashi and Kikuchi (2001) used finite element models (FEM) of the EEVC-type legforms, the POLAR pedestrian dummy, and a human lower limb to study the relationship between vehicle bumper height, knee shearing displacement, and bending angle of the knee. In their parameter study that varied bumper height, they found that the dynamic response of the POLAR FEM was similar to that of the human lower limb FEM. As shown in Figure 59 on the left, the shearing displacements of the human, POLAR, and legform models showed similar trends with bumper height although the absolute values are not always the same. The same figure on the right shows that the bending angle response of the human and POLAR dummy models are very close, but the TRL legform response does not increase with increasing bumper height as the other two do.
Matsui (2001) analyzed the Kajzer et al. (1997, 1999) data statistically to estimate injury risk curves based on the data. He looked at both initial and subsequent injury. Both the low- and high-speed data were combined into one dataset. Values at the time of injury were used for all possible injury criteria except for impact force and tibia acceleration, which used maximum values. Acceleration was based on digitized points since it was not measured during the tests, and force was calculated as the impactor mass times the acceleration. Injury risk analysis was performed using the modified maximum likelihood method of logistic regression. Tests were performed with the TRL legform (version 2000), using the same test procedure as in the Kajzer et al. tests. In the PMHS tests, tibia acceleration and impact force were associated with likelihood of tibia fracture, while shear displacement was the only measure associated with ligamentous injury. The author presents comparisons of the updated TRL legform versus the newer corridors proposed by Matsui (1999), but found minimal differences between the 1995 and 2000 versions of the legform. The author developed a transfer function between the TRL legform and the PMHS shear displacement measures as shown in Figure 60 and impact force. Matsui states that since the TRL legform is not biofidelic, injury tolerance values based on cadavers cannot be directly applied to the legform, and these transfer functions are necessary.

Figure 59. Comparison of shearing displacement (left) and bending angle (right) as a function of bumper height using FEM of a human lower extremity, the POLAR lower extremity, and the rigid legform (Takahashi and Kikuchi, 2001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability of ligament injury</th>
<th>Shearing displacement (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.2</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matsui, Wittek, and Konosu (2002) performed tests with the POLAR dummy and the EEVC legform and upper legform on a compact passenger car and SUV. In the POLAR tests, the knee shearing displacement and bending angle were calculated by digitizing film, since this version of the dummy did not include sensors to measure angle or displacement. In comparing kinematics between the dummy lower extremity and the legform, the legform rebounded from the car bumper after 20 ms of contact, while the dummy lower extremity remained in contact with the bumper. For the SUV, the tibias of the legform and dummy tended to rotate under the bumper. In the first 20 ms of data, the knee shear displacement was similar in the legform and dummy for the compact car, but was higher in the dummy for the SUV. The bending angle of the dummy was higher than the legform for both vehicles, possibly because of the presence of the upper body mass. The legform acceleration was approximately double that of the dummy under all conditions, possibly because of the deformable leg of the POLAR dummy.

Matsui (2003) performed crash reconstruction tests with the TRL legform to estimate injury reference values for use with the test procedure. Reconstructions were performed using fifteen crashes with impact speeds ranging from 35 to 45 km/h in which an adult pedestrian was struck. Seven cases involved fractures of the tibia and/or fibula, four involved ligamentous injury, and four sustained no injury. The same model vehicle involved in the crash was used in the study. Three cases reached the bending limit of the legform. Tibia acceleration was scaled from average American male to the size of the Japanese pedestrian involved in the crash. Tibia acceleration was shown to be predictive of tibia fracture ($p<.05$), while bending angle was marginally predictive of ligamentous injury ($p=.061$). When developing injury risk curves for the TRL legform, 26.5° corresponded to a 50% probability of ligamentous injury, while 203 g corresponded to a 50% probability of tibia fracture.

Bhalla et al. (2003) performed additional analysis on the cadaver tests performed by Kerrigan et al. (2003). They reviewed the literature to identify specific injuries sustained by pedestrians in real crashes, and concluded that the tests of Kajzer et al., which included fractures outside the knee joint, should not be used to characterize the tolerance of the knee joint. Their method of testing the knee joint produced the types of injuries seen in real crashes. They concluded that pure shear loading of the knee joint rarely occurs in real crashes. They performed tests on the TRL and POLAR II knee joints using their test procedure, and found them both to be stiffer than the knees of PMHS in pure bending, although the POLAR II was closer to the cadaver response than the TRL legform. Both were stiffer than cadavers in pure shear.
Ishikawa et al. (2003) performed tests using the EEVC subsystem tests and the full POLAR dummy. Impacts were performed to a compact car equipped with different pedestrian protection countermeasures at 25 kph and 40 kph. The tibia accelerations for the dummy and impactor were close for all conditions. The displacement and bending angle of the knee were much larger for the full-size dummy tests because of the inertia of the dummy’s upper body and from ground friction. These measures did not correlate well with the different countermeasures being tested. The moment and load measured at the knee of the full dummy appeared to be more closely correlated with the countermeasures.
5. Testing Issues

Konosu, Ishikawa, and Takahashi (2001) used a FEM of a human leg to estimate the effect of using a rigid versus flexible tibia in a legform impactor. When they ran their human model setting the tibia to be rigid, all of the energy is absorbed by the ligaments, which ruptured. When the flexible tibia is used, the whole leg experienced more deformation, and no ligament injury was predicted. As illustrated in Figure 62 and Figure 63, they found it inappropriate to estimate tibia fracture by using only the upper tibia acceleration, because the peak acceleration depends on the impact point, which varies with bumper height. Also, when a rigid legform was impacted away from the knee, it rotated rather than bent, so the acceleration increased with distance from the knee, and a small acceleration at the upper tibia would not be sufficient for judging the possibility of fracture lower on the tibia. They recommend using a flexible legform impactor to minimize these complications.

![FEM simulation illustrating that peak acceleration occurs where the leg fracture occurs, suggesting that low acceleration measured at the top of the tibia does not predict mid-shaft tibia fractures (Konosu, Ishikawa, and Takahashi, 2001).](image)

Figure 62. FEM simulation illustrating that peak acceleration occurs where the leg fracture occurs, suggesting that low acceleration measured at the top of the tibia does not predict mid-shaft tibia fractures (Konosu, Ishikawa, and Takahashi, 2001).
Figure 63. FEM simulations illustrating how a deformable legform has the highest tibia acceleration at the fracture site, while acceleration of a rigid legform is highest near the distal leg end and low near the proximal end (Konosu, Ishikawa, and Takahashi, 2001).

Takahashi and Kikuchi (2001) used finite element models (FEM) of the EEVC-type legform impactor, the POLAR pedestrian dummy, and a human lower limb to study the relationship between vehicle bumper height, knee shearing displacement, and bending angle of the knee. Their study rotated the left and right legs 10° in extension and flexion, respectively. As shown in Figure 64, Takahashi and Kikuchi (2001) explored the effect of bone rigidity in their human model. The contribution of a flexible bone rather than a rigid bone had no effect on shearing displacement, but had some influence on bending angle at higher bumper heights. They also explored the effect of adding an upper body mass, comparing responses of the whole human FEM, only the lower extremity, and the lower extremity with a concentrated mass on top. Results of this analysis shown in Figure 65 indicate that upper body mass significantly affects the bending angle of the knee but not the shear displacement. Figure 66 shows that the presence or absence of an ankle joint had no influence on either measure.
Using the human lower limb FEM, Takahashi and Kikuchi (2001) also analyzed tensile strains in four principal knee ligaments, and suggested that a combination of shearing displacement and bending angle should be considered when developing an injury criteria for knee ligaments. As shown in Figure 67, they present a plot of proposed bending angle versus shearing displacement criteria, using simulations of PMHS tests performed.
by Kajzer et al. (1997, 1999). When shear displacement is positive, ACL is most likely to be injured, while negative shearing displacement is most likely to result in PCL injury. Axial compression at the knee joint can reduce the strain of ligaments, and should perhaps be considered during development of injury criteria.

Bermond et al. (1994) developed a finite element model of the pedestrian leg. They noted that in early pedestrian full-body PMHS tests run at INRETS, the upper body initially remained in place as the lower extremities deformed. This observation led to the practice of using component tests with a surrogate legform impactor to study pedestrian lower extremity injury.

Janssen (1996) reports on the work of EEVC WG10. Researchers had performed computer simulations of pedestrian impacts and found that foot-to-ground fracture has only a minor influence on the loads generated in the leg during an impact. A cylindrical shape for the thigh was selected to improve repeatability. The shear displacement...
requirement of 6 mm was based on a 25-30 mm length of ACL in cadavers and a 20% elongation at rupture.

In their modeling work to explore shortcomings of a rigid legform impactor, Konosu, Ishikawa, and Tanahashi (2001) developed injury risk curves for shearing displacement and bending angle based on the cadaver tests run by Kajzer et al. (1999, 1997). The injury risk curve showed a 50% risk at 24.2 mm or 19.8°. They also developed injury risk curves based on Ramet quasi-static loading, with 50% risk at 22.7 mm or 21.8°. They also note that in the EEVC test procedure, the relationship between upper tibia acceleration and fracture is based on PMHS tests by Bunketorp (1983). If tibia, fibula, or both fractures are used to estimate tolerance, acceleration level should be 198 g, but if tibia or tibia+fibula fractures are used to estimate tolerance, it is 240 G, which may be more appropriate as an initial target. Another problem is that the effect of a tibia that bends varies with the height of the impact, and only one bumper height was used in the Bunketorp tests.
6. Observations and Recommendations

This report on pedestrian lower extremity injury has identified several issues to consider when developing a legform and associated test procedures for evaluating vehicle front-end performance relative to reducing lower extremity injury in pedestrian crashes.

The analysis of overall head/face and lower extremity injury patterns in the PCDS database suggests that the number of AIS2+ injuries sustained by a pedestrian, and the overall likelihood of a pedestrian to sustain injury to a particular body region, will not substantially change as LTVs make up greater proportions of the US vehicle fleet. However, because analysis of injuries by source indicates that both head/face and lower extremity injuries are more likely to result from a relevant source (i.e., one covered by proposed test procedures) on passenger cars than LTVs, proposed test procedures for pedestrian injury mitigation will be more effective for injuries caused by passenger cars than for LTVs. Pedestrian injury mitigation efforts for LTVs should first address pedestrian/vehicle interaction, so the pedestrian is more likely to be struck by a vehicle component that could be designed to reduce likelihood of injury.

The focus of most pedestrian legform test procedures has been on preventing ligamentous damage to the knee, largely because early tests loading the knees of PMHS showed high frequencies of ligamentous injury. However, analysis of the PCDS database indicates that fractures to the knee region are three times as frequent as soft-tissue injuries to the knee. In addition, results of recent cadaver tests by Kajzer et al. show that ligamentous injuries commonly occur at 20 km/h, but both fractures and ligamentous injuries are likely to occur at 40 km/h, which is the speed proposed for legform test procedures.

These findings raise questions about the focus on preventing knee soft-tissue injuries. If possible, the larger pedestrian injury database compiled by IHRA should be used to study the types of knee injuries sustained in later model vehicles. Goals of this analysis would be to identify the conditions under which knee soft-tissue injuries occur and to determine if the trends found in the PCDS database hold true with a larger dataset. Designing the legform to reduce fractures at the knee joint, which are also disabling, may be more justified than the focus on soft-tissue injury. In the PCDS database, the only predictor identified with knee soft-tissue injury is knee fracture. Designing vehicles to reduce knee fracture may also reduce the likelihood of knee ligamentous injury.

The analysis of the PCDS database showed that tibia/fibula shaft fractures are not only the most frequent type of pedestrian lower extremity injuries, but are associated with the likelihood of knee and thigh fracture. Because of this, the legform test procedure should address tibia fractures. The issues raised using modeling simulations with a deformable or rigid tibia and the location of tibia acceleration measurement should be addressed. Impacts should be performed, in the laboratory or simulated with models, to identify how acceleration varies along the tibia when impacted with current styles of bumpers, since much of the data used to establish tibia tolerance is based on cadaver testing performed in
1983. In addition, there may be better ways of measuring the likelihood of tibia fracture such as peak pressure or force at the contact area.

Another issue identified in the literature is the lack of specificity regarding the location of tibia injury. Fractures to the tibial plateau or tibial condyles, located within the knee joint, are typically more debilitating than those to the tibia shaft. It is unclear from the literature whether the relative frequency of tibia shaft and tibia knee joint fractures is. Even most legform test procedures are vague as to whether the goal is to prevent tibia fractures to the shaft or at the knee, since acceleration is measured near the top of the leg shaft. Further analysis of pedestrian crash data should specifically separate tibia shaft and other fractures.

Results from the cadaver tests by Kajzer et al. (1997, 1999) have been used to develop ISO corridors for legforms and are the basis for the most recent designs of pedestrian lower limbs. However, the test setup does not necessarily provide the best representation of pedestrian lower extremity loading by a vehicle bumper, since it is supported just above the knee. Many of the fractures reported in the tests occurred at this support, suggesting that the boundary conditions may not be appropriate for representing pedestrian/vehicle contact.

Several researchers have used finite element models of the lower extremity and entire pedestrian to study kinematics of pedestrians and examine potential injury criteria. However, Takahashi et al. (2000) have noted that mechanical properties of ligaments have not been determined at loading rates greater than 1 Hz. If computer models are to be useful as a design tool for developing pedestrian-friendly vehicles, the material properties of knee ligaments should be determined at speeds representative of those occurring during pedestrian impacts.

Documents (EEVC/WG17 1998, Larence and Hardy 1998) discussing the EEVC/TRL legform are dismissive of any new biomechanical data that suggest the legform and procedure may not be appropriate. Kajzer et al. (1997) note that the TRL impactor is based on low speed test data (15-20 km/h) but is tested at 40 km/h. The results from work at higher speeds, which show different injury patterns and tolerance than at low speeds, suggest that low-speed injury and tolerance results cannot be extrapolated to high velocity situations. While the EEVC WG17 does not accept the more recent Kajzer et al. data as a better guide for designing the response of the legform, they selectively use some test results by Kajzer et al. performed on the EEVC legform to confirm the injury criteria already selected.

Researchers from Japan have performed some interesting modeling work to study the effects of deformable tibia and presence of upper body mass on legform response. They have also developed the POLAR legform, which incorporates a deformable tibia. While the model results suggest that this may be a much more realistic approximation of the lower extremity, particularly in terms of acceleration response, the POLAR legform is relatively new, and more experience with this test device is needed before it can be used in regulation. Performing reconstruction tests of real pedestrian impacts with the legform
would help determine appropriate injury reference values to use with the device. Thus, while the POLAR legform has features that may make it a better tool in predicting lower extremity pedestrian injuries, there is general agreement that it is several years from being a regulatory test device. Therefore, researchers have also been attempting to develop alternative injury tolerance values for use with the TRL legform that correlate better with reconstructions of recent pedestrian crashes. The two recent papers by Matsui (2001, 2003) suggest alternative injury tolerance values that attempt to compensate for some of the nonbiofidelic characteristics of the TRL legform.
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